
Dust Control and Loading Systems Inc Dust Collector & Bin Vent

DC DUST COLLECTOR

Dust collectors are typically installed at a remote location with
duct work feeding to it from multiple bulk material transfer points
requiring dust control.  Some of the dust collector options include;
platforms, railing, ladders, multiple access ports and doors.

All dust collectors are offered in top and bottom filter removal de-
signs as well as walk in clean air plenums.  Exhaust fans can be
mounted to the dust collector or next to it.  A wide variety of filter
media choices are available to suite most dry particle filtering re-
quirements.
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BV BIN VENT

Bin vents are similiar in design to dust collectors, except they do not have a collection
hopper mounted to the bottom of the unit.  Bin vents are typically installed on top of storage
silos.  They are typically used to vent storage silos, but can also accept remote duct work.
Some of the bin vent options include; platforms, railing, ladders, multiple access ports and
doors.

All bin vents are offered in top and bot-
tom filter removal designs as well as walk
in clean air plenums.  Exhaust fans can
be mounted to the bin vent or next to it.
A wide variety of filter media choices are
available to suite most dry particle filter-
ing requirements.

FEATURES

DCL offers a large selection of dust collectors and bin vents up to 3000
square feet of filter media.  Exhaust fans can be sized up to 18000 CFM.

A choice of construction materials allow handling of all types of products;
fine, granular, lumpy, abrasive, corrosive, and sanitary applications.  A choice
of electrical options are also available allowing for installation in almost any
environment; NEMA 4, NEMA 4X, NEMA 7, NEMA 9, 120V/220V control,
460V/415V power, etc.

Dust collector with access
platform and safety hand rail.

Bin vent with walk in clean
air plenum.




